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          Product: PDFTron Android SDK - React Native

Product Version: 9.0.3-beta10

How to can limit options for preset of each tool of annotation.

Specifical I want to limit number icon of tool sticky note and change icon it. ( Image attach below)
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                    How to get event onClick of ToolbarSwitcherButton
                    


                    Can't open menu of Text Highlight Tool
                    

                    Getting Error while debugging the react-native app on an Android device/emulator
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          Hello, I’m Ron, an automated tech support bot [image: :robot:]

While you wait for one of our customer support representatives to get back to you, please check out some of these documentation pages:
Guides:	Customize the Document Viewer UI - Customize the theme
	Create annotations - Add a stamp annotation
	Measurement Library for Android
	New Document Viewer UI

APIs:	ToolManager.AdvancedAnnotationListener.AnnotAction - notify
	Annotation - getAt
	ToolManager.Tool - onScaleEnd

Forums:	Icon go to first, last page not center and covered up by bottom bar
	Custom header tool bar
	Can not change color when selected icon bottom bar in android platform
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          Hi,

You can use customized annotation presets to remove any presets, there is a guide written here:
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PDFTron


  World's #1 PDF SDK Library for Web, Mobile, Server, Desktop



  

  
    
    
  


  



I have created a sample branch of this in action here:

  

      github.com/PDFTron/pdftron-react-native
  

  
    
  
    
  


  
    
      Remove sticky note presets except first
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The results will look like this:

  

      drive.google.com
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Screenshot_1630008501.png


Google Drive file.


  

  
    
    
  


  



Could you please give this a try? Thanks!

Andrew
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